
 

 
 

The first time, I saw her grounded and seductive in “Mi mujer es el plomero” (My wife is 

the plumber). The second time, I saw her determined, daring and calculating in “La novia 

de Agosto” (August’s bride), both plays under Yolanny Rodriguez’s direction.  Then, and 

as they say (in Spanish), “the third time’s the charm”, under Jose Bonilla’s direction, I 

saw her astute, manipulative, energetic, and “all of the above”. I cannot find enough 

adjectives to describe Ydaiber Orozco’s on-stage power. Whether it is with little clothes 

or full dressed as a bride or as a maid, she hypnotizes in a way that one cannot get enough 

of every gesture, every movement, every action and reaction. 

 

When I saw her in “Los disfraces” (The Costumes), The Hispanic Theater Festival (and 

competition) sponsored by Dominican Republic’s “Comisionado de Cultura”, I 

“baptized” her as “the unbeatable one”. Her role as a spoiled rich kid who pretends to be 

the mansion’s maid earned her two awards as best actress; one at that same festival and 

the other given by the “ATI”. 

 

When I saw her at the “Atlantic Theater” interpreting an English speaking role in “A 

Hole in His Heart”, I truly saw her forceful presence through which Ydaiber made it 

seem as though she were performing a monologue as Orozco reigned immaculately over 

her partner, and over the special technical effects, the set, and I would even respectfully 

dare to say, the direction. This thespian divinity began her career at the age of 11, and as 

a 13 year old, Ydaiber gathered a group of neighbors and produced Moliere’s “El 

Misántropo”.  Born and raised in Venezuela, she has trained and developed her craft in 



the U.S. with Rus Blackwell and David Newer, and has even achieved positive comments 

on the New York Review, Theater Easy, NY Theater.com and the Orlando Sentinel. 

Currently, with her boyfriend, Leo Rod she is coproducing 5 mini-short “horror” films. 
	  


